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Section 1: Genesis of Project
Over my time here at Loyola Marymount University, there have been many pivotal points
in my career that have morphed me into the person, dancer and artist I am today. From Freshman
year where I was exposed to the work of Bill. T. Jones by Professor Roz LeBlanc Loo, to being
contracted by BODYTRAFFIC, my life at Loyola Marymount University is something I will
never take back. Each instructor, guest, class and opportunity has guided me to the professional
dance world. I am honored and humbled to have been a part of this process and am thrilled for
what is yet to come.
Through this thesis project, I hoped to learn more about my choreographic process, what
elements I like in my work and how to relay what I want from my dancers to my dancers. These
three aspects were my focus throughout the project. I felt as though these are three things I
should understand within myself before I leave LMU. This way if people ask about how I work,
what pieces I have created and my process, I will be able to articulate just that. This will prolong
my choreographic career as well as my performative. LMU has curated a supportive artistic
environment and I knew I wanted to give that feeling back. The art of finding my voice is what
initially influenced my choice into a performative thesis. Many of classes have been a space for
open discussion, learning, debate, acknowledgment and understanding. With Communication
Studies and Dance combined, I have been able to have a full education which has informed my
thesis.
Beginning of The Process,
The start of my process began with visualizing how I wanted to leave my mark at Loyola
Marymount University. I knew in myself that I loved performing and something that I wanted to
incorporate. When I took I Am Therefore I Dance with Professor Kristen Smiarowski and Dance
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History with Professor Jill Nunes, my eyes had been opened to a world of possibilities to what
dance is. Specifically, I was inspired by the post-modern dancers where they sought “to question
rather than exploit cultural codes, to explore rather than conceal social and political affiliations”
(Foster, 1983, x). I admire the work of post-modern artists because it strayed away from
hegemonic ideals of cultural norms. They really sought to challenging what people thought was
normal. I enjoy this aspect of opening the lines of what dance is and how it can be most
anything.
As I was continuing to learn about post-modern dancers such as Trisha Brown and
Yvonne Rainer, I took Gender Communication under my Communication Studies major. This is
where I became exposed to feminist ideals and intersectionality. I wrote a paper titled “Modern
Dance as Feminist Platform: How Modern and Postmodern Dancers Showcase the Cultural
Implications of the Feminist Movement” and I got jazzed about how dance classes were
interrelating with my communication classes. I was able to look at how the post-modern
movement and the feminist movement interrelated in topic and organization. I uncovered how
the dance pioneers were implementing many of the feminist concepts of what it meant to be
woman in their work. Through my research, I discovered that the second-wave feminism was
influencing the post-modern dancers. The dancers were emulating this questioning of what
gender was through their movement. I have always admired dance that pushes boundaries of
what dance is. For example, some of my favorite works are the ones that do not “seem” dancelike at all. These would be instances of performers going on stage, eating an apple and then
exiting when they felt like it. Art. This exposure to different thoughts and perspectives
influenced me to want to create something that was challenging and ambiguous.
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I spoke with Damon Rago, Chair of the Dance Department, on how I should go about
creating this atmosphere. I knew I wanted to create a performance but I did not know how I
wanted to curate it. He had suggested that I do a site-specific piece that challenges the structure
of what is dance. However, something in me wanted to be on a stage. I felt I did not want to
challenge the structure in terms of proscenium stage, but I wanted to challenge thematically and
given movement qualities. Thus, I concluded that I wanted to create a show.

Section 2: The Process
Discovering My Voice,
As I now understood what I wanted to do, I needed to develop an idea for content. As I
was currently enrolled in Gender Communication under the direction of Judy Battaglia, I was
being exposed to countless progressive and influential ideas. This class gave me a deeper
understanding of what was occurring in our world. We discussed feminism, black feminism,
gender, what it means to be transsexual, sexuality, diversity, disadvantages, the patriarchy, the
systems in place that keep people deprived, white privilege, hegemony and countless other topics
that have shaped the way I see the world. Judy is one of the sole reasons why I landed on the
topic of my thesis: using my voice as a political platform to highlight injustice within the United
States. I have always advocated for the voices unheard but this time the story was too relevant
for me to not speak on it. Now, I had to be vulnerable enough to say what people needed to hear.
Creation,
I have never utilized my artistic voice as a platform for political change. With the rise of
the election and political strife occurring within the United States, I knew I need to create a piece
that allowed me to express how I have been feeling within this country. Adjudication for the
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Student Concert was coming up quickly, and I knew I wanted to create a piece for this. I felt that
this would be a great way to jump start my thesis process.
Art is arbitrary and I have come to learn this through my education at LMU. Thus, I felt
that I did not need to make my piece “clear” or distinctly one thing. People were going to put
their own spin on it regardless and I was okay with this. Thus, I went straight into the studio and
began improvising through my movement and using various songs that would hopefully spark
inspiration. Oddly enough, as I was improving I noticed that I was doing very specific gestures:
“guns”, “grab her right in the pussy” and “shackles”. Each of these three things were distinct
occurrences that were happening all around me. Day in and day out I see another child be killed
by a gun. I see another woman be violated. I see black men and women being shot. I makes sense
that my work would reflect what I am seeing. These would be the gestures that carried the piece.
It was nice that I was able to formulate this idea so that I could move from there.
The Mentor,
The dancers that I worked with were very willing to dive into this process. Upon hearing
I was past the first adjudication, I received Kristen Smiarowski as my mentor. Her constant
support and guidance was what made my piece what it is today. She always knew exactly how I
was feeling and how to help curate that with my dancers. My biggest learning experience was
figuring out how to articulate what I wanted to my dancers. I noticed there is a certain way I do
things and that was not being emulated by them. It was a new challenge trying to have them
implement different aesthetics. Kristen spoke to me about finding different ways of explaining
things. Some people respond to thoughts, some to counts and some to intentions. It all depends
on the dancer. That is why it is important to explain things in various ways if they are not
understanding. After this, I saw small changes happening. We were on the right path.
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She also helped me with refining my ideas and letting me know when things were not
reading. Kristen would note when phrases were clear and where I could add over lapping. I am
vitally thankful for this help during the process. Creating movement is one thing but finessing the
entire work is another. Kristen’s constant support is what made the piece what it is today. She
has wisdom that all dancers should learn from.
Process,
My process of creation is quite simple. I go into a studio, listen to music and move the
way my body is feeling. I create small phrases and piece them together through transitions and
layering. Something that has helped me is when I visually lay out the formations in a notebook.
A lot of times I get random spurs of inspiration and am inclined to put my dancers in a certain
area. I am also very visual so it helps to see my dance on paper. From this, I would place my
dancers and have them do the phrase I taught them.

[These photos are from a binder I would use to lay out my ideas onto paper. It made it easier to see the
transitions and how I would get from phrase to phrase. As you can see, the X symbolizes the body of the
dancer and where they are in space. Then I use arrows and circles to showcase who is moving where. In a way,
it reminds me of a play book for a sports team. This is very useful because I am a visual person and like seeing
where I put my dancers before I physically do it.]
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One of my biggest challenges was keeping my dancers motivated and attending
rehearsals. I felt as though my dancers were putting other people’s dances ahead of mine. I
understand we take on a lot but I felt a slight disrespect to the work I was doing. When it came to
final rehearsals before my thesis, people were not showing up and putting precedence on other
pieces. I decided that if I work hard, I can manage to clean and direct them in a small amount of
time. It was very challenging for my mental stability because everyone wants their thesis to come
out as close to perfect as possible. In the end, they got to work and we ended up completing and
cleaning it as much as possible. Kristen also assisted with the new group attitude. I asked her if
she could sit in the last few rehearsals to watch over and help direct stage intention so that we all
looked in unison. Because she was in the room, the dancers were more willing to listen and try
new thoughts. It also allowed me to see the final product before the show.
The Music,
Throughout my entire choreographic process, I had spoken with David Karagianis about
my music choice and how he felt what tone would best suit my piece. He suggested we create a
score together so that we can tailor it exactly how we want it to fit the work. This is something I
have never done before and was excited to see what we would develop. We began by meeting
and discussing what my thesis was in total. I described all four parts and how they connected
thematic. David asked me many questions that I did not think of myself. He asked “who are the
dancers in this piece”, “what is their intention” and “how does this fit into the thesis overall”.
These questions were very important because they not only influenced the score but they
influenced how I worked with my dancers. This was a pivotal moment for me. What I loved
about working with David were these discussions we had on my topic. He became very invested
in the topic which influenced him to finding vocal clips from Black Lives Matter, Gun Violence
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Marches and Feminist movements. It was nice to hear his perspective and how he also saw the
score going.
He started by creating a basic score so that we had something to work with. I told him I
wanted a stark atmosphere that told the audience we are not in a comfortable place. From here,
he layered on top muffled vocal scores of the topics that I wanted to talk about: gun violence,
rape culture and police brutality. That is when we started getting into a groove. I gave David a lot
of artistic freedom because I knew he understood what I was trying to convey. He also has a lot
more experience than I do in creating scores. Things that I did to help were talk about something
called “book ends” that I wanted to implement into the score. This is where you have key
markers within a track so that you can work in-between to finalize the song and make it
cohesive. I knew right off the bat that I wanted an alarm sounds at the very end of my piece. I
also knew that it needed to build to this point. With that in mind, David was able to create this in
no time.
Something that was hard within our dynamic was that the he kept altering the music. It
was hard to navigate practicing to the wrong sound track. This challenge kept my dancers in tune
with the music to ensure we were on the right timing. I am happy of how it turned out and even
how he added things from March of Our Lives when it happened near the end of the semester.
The investment paid off and would love to work with him in my professional career.
Thesis Day,
The day of my thesis was little nerve racking. Like previous rehearsal days, I had dancers
missing because of various reasons and we needed to going into lighting tech. Despite this set
back, I was still able to rehearse a few dancers and have them relay the notes to the others.
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I have never lighted an entire show before. But I had taken notes previously on the moods
of each piece. This really helped me articulate what tone I wanted for the entire show. When
creating a full-length show, you have to keep the bigger picture in mind. That is why when I
worked with moods to explain what I wanted, I could tell the lighting designer what I felt best. It
was a wonderful experience learning how lighting can make a difference. I felt that it brought the
entire picture together and allowed the dancers to get deeper into the story. Collaboration, as
well, with the lighting designer was an easy process. She listened and accommodated anything I
felt needed to be in place. I approached the situation understanding that the lighting designer
knows more about lighting than I do. Thus, I knew whatever she had to say was important and
would really morph my dance into what it is today. Thankfully she has an eye for what I was
looking for and I could design a stark environment that went along thematically.

[These are notes on how I was using various words to describe lighting to the lighting designer. I would talk in
moods to help them use their own expertise on what would go best. Adding in the lighting helped me think
critically about how I wanted my dance to interwork with the rest of the pieces. Lighting is an important step
to ensuring the tone of the piece fits in.]

The next time I create a full-length work, I will ensure that my dancers respect the
schedule I have laid out. I do understand that there are always things that come up but I felt this
is something needed to be further established for the future. Having a set rehearsal time would
allow for them to arrange to keep that time open if something does come up. I also would like to
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take more time for myself to create the phrases. I work very well under pressure and often, that is
when I create my best work. However, I would love to take more time to develop the phrase
work and refine it before I teach it to my dancers. In congruence with this, I would also have the
counts written out so that they can visually see and understanding what I am asking of them.
Challenges,
One of my biggest challenges was working and coordinating with the other
choreographers in the show. With specifically one person, it appeared as though they were
making the showcase solely about theirs. I felt disrespected because this was a collaborative
effort of showing all the hard work we have put into the LMU Dance Department. Yet, this
person told people to come only for their piece which would have meant those audience
members missed my piece. I discovered this because one of my Communication Studies
professors asked if mine started at the same time. For the future, I would like to set boundaries
and expectations for all the choreographers. I would also love to make the senior showcase a
yearly event that the LMU campus wants to attend. I know people’s theses change annually, but
it would be nice to have a set time frame where they can be presented in the best way possible.

Section 3: The Final Product
Thesis- BANDWAGON
Although I still stand with the notion that art is arbitrary, I did have an intention for the entire
work. The following is a detailed outline of the structure of my thesis and what I was trying to
communicate in my own way. I was still very happy to hear peoples various takes on what I was
making and what they got from my work. I love how everyone puts on a different story and can
see that within my own piece. Art is quite remarkable because of this aspect.
1. Bandwagon
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a.

The dancers were cogs of a machine representing how we blindly go through life. I developed
this through unison.

b. Music: Bandwagon- David Karagianis
2. Solo
a.

An understanding of that something wrong is happening in our country. This is the break out
character. The movement is asking for salvation in a world that is not seeing that. Unlike the
other pieces, it is articulate, flowy, thoughtful and forgiving. This piece was improvised on
these motifs.

b. Music: Oi me Lasso (Lauda 4)- Gavin Bryars
3. Trio/exorcism
a.

This was the ridding of the bad that is occurring in our current political state. It had a cult and
intimate presence because I only placed three dancers together in a small triangular formation.
This piece was a structured improvisation.

b. Music: Cynthia- Christina Vantzou no.3
4. Finale/ uprising
a.

This section was the uprising of the population. I utilized similar motifs and gestures from the
opener to book end the entire show. It had unison but with an intention of community.

b. Music: Gate 4- Emptyset
Cast List,
Hailey Transue, Lilli Maples, Abby Miller, Tippy Dringman, Haley Hoekstra, Mason Gray, Monica
Williams, Rie Fukushima, Eva Crystal, Karina Cairo, Haile Donabedian.
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[This is the poster that was sent electronically to all LMU Dancers by Riley Higgins. As you can see, the
showcase was with two other choreographers and three videographers. It was beautiful to see all the hard work
that everyone put into their individual theses. You can see how each person has a different take on dance and
how to interweave that into their lives.]

My final thesis was more than I could have ever expected. There was a lot of work leading up to
it but it was all worth it in the end. One aspect that was very fulfilling was my improvisational
solo in the show. I could feel the audience’s presence as I was moving on stage. I felt connection
and supported as I made my journey through vulnerability. I was not nervous but I felt very
present in the work. This is the first time I have felt the connection while I was improvising. No
longer was I thinking about what I was going to do next but was truly putting my heart out to the
audience. It was a magical and memorable aspect of my thesis experience.
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The feedback I received from the performance was warming. I had no idea that I could
make a difference in so many people. It was remarkable to hear my professors discuss their
thoughts on the topic and how they understood what I was trying to say. Often, I second guess
the power of my own artistic vision. I compromise what I am feeling for what I feel people
would want. This is not the way to be an artist. It is nice to know that what I am doing is
impacting people and I will keep with this journey of discovering my artistic voice.
In the future, I would like to have rehearsed more for the final number. The ending timing
was off and we all collectively forgot the choreography. Although it looked like a malfunction
machine, I had a different intention that I wanted to convey.
Overall, I am over joyed with our performance and process. It was a deep learning
experience for me on how to be a choreographer and how to express the ideas that I want to say.
Each dancer brought a piece of what I wanted and made the finishing touches come together.
Specifically, with Kristen, she was a huge help in supporting all the ideas that run through my
mind. She helped me find and refine my artistic voice and I could not be more grateful.

Section 4: What’s Next?
I have always known for myself that I wanted to perform. It feels as though it is
something innate within me that needs to be on stage. From this thesis process, I have learned to
know that I want and can be a choreographer. I have never thought of myself as a choreographer.
Being able to have the opportunity to create a piece and put it on dancers has shown me that this
is something that I can do. I would also like to add that Kristen has truly been a support for my
artistic voice. I often second guess the power that I have and that I can create a work that is
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memorable. She has allowed me to see that there is a choreographer inside me. This support is all
I needed
As I shift into my professional career, I have become more eager to jumpstart it.
Becoming an apprentice with BODYTRAFFIC has shown me that my education here at Loyola
Marymount University is impactful. I do see myself starting as a project choreographer. I am
unsure if I would want to own my own company but I know I would want to create a positive
environment like BODYTRAFFIC. I also would love to curate a collaborative environment
where all the dancers have an input and artistic vison for the idea. For now, I will continue
learning and growing with BODYTRAFFIC and take in as much as I can. Loyola Marymount
University has made me the dancer I am today. All the hard work the faculty puts in to each of
its students is something that I will never forget. I am thankful for my time here and am excited
for the future to come!
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